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[57] ABSTRACT 
The present invention is an improved pouring spout 
opening con?guration for a gable top (1) of an extended 
shelf life packaging container constructed of heat and 
pressure sealed thermoplastic coated paperboard with 
the pouring spout shape being de?ned by a continuous 
non-linear perforated line (20) placed in the underlying 
paperboard support layer of the laminate structure used 
for extended shelf life packaging containers. 

6 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets 
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POURING SPOUT OPENING CONFIGURATION 
FOR A GABLE TOP OF A CONTAINER 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made 
by reissue. 

DESCRIPTION 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention relates to an improved pouring 
spout opening con?guration for an extended shelf life of 
a tubular container constructed from a laminated struc 
ture used for extended shelf life packaging. In particu 
lar, the present invention relates to an improved con?g 
uration for a pour spout opening for a gable top allow 
ing for greater seal integrity for extended shelf life of 
packages, while insuring ease in opending and extend 
ing the pouring spout of the gable top. 

BACKGROUND ART 

There have been considerable problems associated 
with opening extended shelf life packaging containers 
con?gured with a gable top. Extended shelf life packag 
ing containers are containers which give perishable 
food products, such as juices or milk, a longer shelf life, 
up to periods of 6 months in some cases. The laminated 
structure used for construction of extended shelf life 
packaging, generally has a main structural support 
member made of a cardboard or paperboard. Disposed 
on the side of the paperboard, which will ultimately be 
the outside of the constructed container, is one or a 
plurality of thermoplastic layers constructed of low 
density polyethylene or high density polyethylene or 
combinations thereof. Disposed on the side of the pa 
perboard, which will ultimately be the inside of the 
constructed extended shelf life packaging container, are 
a foil barrier and a plurality of thermoplastic layers, 
again being constructed of material such as low density 
polyethylene or high density polyethylene or combina 
tions thereof. 
One of the significant problems to be solved in the use 

extended shelf life packaging was to provide a high 
integrity seal for the container while also maintaining 
ease in opening the container. Conventional sealing of 
extended shelf life packaging utilized various place 
ments of abhesive coating material in the area of the 
gable top enclosing the pouring spout. Without such use 
of abhesive coating applications on the gable top, there 
was great difficulty in opening the gable top of the 
container, since, as stated, high integrity sealing is a 
must in extended shelf life packaging, often tearing or 
ripping of the pouring spout resulted. The use of abhe 
sive coating for traditional foil lined containers was set 
forth in an US. Pat. No. 3,334,799. The improvements 
to such dispositions of abhesive coating are found in 
patent application Ser. No. 596,517 of Catarella et al. 
assigned to International Paper Company. 
Even though there is placement of abhesive coating 

on the containers to facilitate extending pouring spout, 
there remains the problem that the seal containing the 
abhesive coating material is not as strong as a seal not 
requiring the use of any abhesive coating. 

In the past, there has not been any speci?c attempts to 
construct a gable top for an extended shelf life packag 
ing container, which has a high integrity at the laminer 
rib seal which does not house portions of the pouring 
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2 
spout within the seal. As previously stated, extended 
shelf life packaging to date has utilized the positioning 
of abhesive coating material in the seal area of the con 
tainer to allow ease in opening the container. In the past 
there have been various attempts to provide different 
methods for opening gable tops which do not utilize 
portions of the laminar rib to de?ne part of the pour 
spout opening. However, these gable top structures 
were not constructed of a laminated structure such as is 
used in extended shelf life packaging containers. There 
fore, such con?gurations would not be particularly 
useful for present day extended shelf life packaging 
containers for de?ning the pouring spout area. 

In the past, gable top structures of conventional ther 
moplastic coated paperboard utilized weakened lines of 
severance of slits through the thicknesses of the struc 
ture material to attempt to facilitate the opening of a 
pour spout without worry of providing adhesive coat 
ing to the laminated rib disposed at the top of the gable 
top. In order to insure that there was not a leakage 
problem and to facilitate opening the package, in some 
cases, a strip of tape was heat sealed to the line of sever 
ance or slit on the outside surface to facilitate opening 
the container. It was also important that no score lines 
extend to the weakened line of severance, since it cre 
ated leakage problems due to the capillary action of the 
?uid in the container in the score line to the weakened 
line of severance, thereby causing leakage of the fluid 
into the structure itself. When it was desired to open 
these packages having weakened lines of severance 
covered by tape, the tape was pulled away, thus remov 
ing the immediate layer of thermoplastic and a portion 
of the ?brous paperboard material from the panel. This 
provided a weakened area adjacent to the weakened 
line of severance to facilitate opening the container. 
Patents disclosing the use of tape on conventional ther 
moplastic coated paperboard containers are US. Pat. 
Nos. 3,570,744; 3,56l,665; 3,554,430; 3,537,634; 
3,452,919; 3,450,328; 3,355,083; 3,348,755; 3,295,739; 
and 3,186,621. Patents disclosing the use of weakened 
lines of severance that are sealed within the laminar rib 
of the gable top of the conventional containers are US. 
Pat. Nos. 3,543,993; 3,245,603; 3,178,091; 3,178,089; and 
3,167,231. A patent which discloses the use of flap, 
which is folded over and heat sealed within the laminar 
rib for covering a weakened line of severance in a por 
tion of the laminar rib is US. Pat. No. 4,390,121. 
The present invention overcomes these problems by 

providing a pouring spout opening con?guration utiliz 
ing weakened lines of severance for extended shelf life 
packaging containers, which is superior to conventional 
con?gurations. 

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION 

The present invention is an improved pouring spout 
opening con?guration for a gable top of a tubular con 
tainer for extended shelf life packaging containers con 
structed of an extruded laminate structure used for ex 
tended shelf life packaging. 
The representative cross-sectional construction of 

extended shelf life packaging material, used for con 
struction of extended shelf life containers, consists of an 
outer layer of low density polyethylene, a layer of pa 
perboard, a layer of thermoplastic, a layer of aluminum 
foil, a second layer of thermoplastic, a second layer of 
low density polyethylene, followed by a third layer of 
low density polyethylene as an inside layer. Although 
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the laminated structure above discloses a representative 
construction of extended shelf life material, it is contem 
plated by the inventor that extended shelf life packaging 
material includes all laminated structures which are 
used for the construction of extended shelf life packag 
ing containers. 
The gable top of the present invention is one of stan 

dard construction known in the art. The laminar rib of 
the gable top of the present invention forms a high 
integrity seal and contains no adhesive coating material 
to aid in opening the pour spout. The pour spout shape 
is de?ned by a continuous non-linear perforated line 
(line of severance) through the paperboard layer of the 
laminate structure. The continuous non-linear perfo 
rated line extends across a ?rst fold-back panel, across 
the triangular fold-in panel adjacent to the ?rst fold 
back panel, and across a second fold-back panel adja 
cent to a second side of the triangular fold end panel. 
The continuous non-linear perforated line does not 
extend into any of the panels which make up the up 
standing laminar rib, namely the end rib panels which 
surmount the respective fold-back panels, which is heat 
and pressure sealed. The continuous non-linear perfo 
rated line in the paperboard is placed in the paperboard 
in the appropriate place prior to extruding the laminate 
structure used for construction of the extended shelf life 
container. 

After the gable top container is constructed of the 
extended shelf life laminate material, the layers of ther 
moplastic foil and polyethylene overlying both sides of 
the continuous non-linear perforated line extending 
across the stated fold-back panels and the ?rst triangu 
lar fold-in panel, give the structure adjacent to the per 
forated line strength and rigidity. Also, the placement 
of the perforated line prevents easy access to the perfo 
rated line, since the perforated line is folded under the 
gable top in its assembled condition. 
When it is desired to open the gable top and extend 

the pour spout, the movable portion of the gable top is 
opened by bending back the respective fold-back pan 
els, breaking the laminar rib seal and exposing the area 
of the panels of the gable top containing the continuous 
non-linear perforated line. Once in this position, a por 
tion of the ?rst triangular fold-in panel, above the perfo 
rated line, is pressed inwardly toward the interior of the 
container, thus severing all of the thicknesses of the 
laminated structure at least along part of the perforated 
line across the triangular fold-in panel. After the initial 
severance of the portion of the line is accomplished, the 
fold-back panels adjacent to respective sides of triangu 
lar fold-in panel are pushed rearward of their position so 
that the fold-back panels form a re?ex angle. Once this 
position has been assumed the fold-back panels are 
moved in a forward direction such that the respective 
sides of the fold-back panels adjacent to the respective 
roof panels pass no closer to a vertical plane passing 
through the upstanding laminar rib than the distance the 
sides were from such vertical plane when a re?ex angle 
was first formed between the fold-back panels. In the 
forward movement of the fold-back panels, the laminate 
structure will be caused to sever along the continuous 
non-linear perforated line. As the continuous non-linear 
perforated line is being progressively severed in the 
forward movement of the panels, the pouring spout is 
formed from the remainder of the fold-back panels and 
the triangular fold-in panel which were below the con 
tinuous non-linear perforated line across those panels. 
The portion of the panels which were above the contin 
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4 
uous non-linear perforated line remain connected to the 
end rib panels which surmounted the fold-back panels. 
These connected portions are folds under along the roof 
panels when the pouring spout fully is extended. 
The object of the invention is to provide a novel 

pouring spout opening con?guration for use in extended 
life packaging containers which utilizes a continuous 
perforated line in the underlying paperboard support 
structure to de?ne the pouring spout and allow easy 
opening and extension of a pouring spout without the 
worry of the loss of seal integrity by the use of adhesive 
coating material in the top laminar sealing rib. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a 

method of opening a pour spout area for an extended 
shelf life gable top container. 
These and other objects will be described more fully 

in the remaining portions of the disclosure. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 shows a gable top of an extended shelf life 
packaging container with portions of the continuous 
non-linear perforated line de?ning the pour spout 
shown in phantom. 
FIG. 2 shows an unassembled coated paperboard 

blank for an extended shelf life packaging container 
further showing the position of the continuous non-lin 
ear perforated line disposed in the underlying paper 
board support member of the extended shelf life lamina 
tion material. 
FIG. 3 shows the gable top of an extended shelf life 

container with the fold-back panels folded back expos 
ing the continuous non-linear perforated line extending 
across the two fold-back panels and the triangular fold~ 
in panel. 
FIG. 4 shows the gable top of an extended shelf life 

packaging container with the pouring spout extended. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

FIG. 1 is generally at 1, shows an assembled gable top 
of an extended shelf life container. In the description, 
unless otherwise indicated, when a speci?c panel of the 
container is referred to as being integral with another 
panel, it is intended to mean that the panels are disposed 
adjacent to one another separated by a fold line or score 
line. 

Referring to FIG. 1, the gable top as shown, has roof 
panels 2 and 4 which are inclined toward each other. 
Roof panels 2 and 4 are integral with sides 8 and 12 
(FIG. 2), respectively. The gable top has two triangular 
fold-in panels 14 and 22 (FIG. 2), which are integral 
with front panel 6, and back panel 12 (FIG. 2), respec~ 
tively. The fold-in panels are disposed on opposite sides 
of the gable top. Integral with the roof panel 2 is side rib 
panel 16 and integral with roof panel 4 is side rib panel 
18 (FIG. 2). The side rib panels surmount the respective 
roof panels. Also shown in FIG. 1 in phantom, is a 
portion of the continuous non-linear perforated line 
which is used to de?ne the extendable pour spout of the 
gable top of the extended shelf life container. 

Referring to FIG. 2, the exterior surface of an unas 
sembled extended shelf life container blank is generally 
shown at 50. The panel sections of the gable top of the 
container and their relationship are described in the 
following text. Front panel 6 is integral with triangular 
fold-in panel 14 at fold line 52. Integral with triangular 
fold-in panel 14 at fold lines 56 and 54, respectively, are 
fold-back panels 24 and 26. Surmounting respective 
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5 fold-back panels 24 and 26 are and rib panels 32 and 34, 
respectively. End rib panel 32 is integral with foldback 
panel 24 at fold line 60; and end rib panels 34 is integral 
with fold-back panel 26 and 58. The end rib panels 32 
and 34 are integral at vertical fold line 62. 
The continuous non-linear perforated line for de?n 

ing the pour spout area of the gable top extends across 
portions of fold-back panel 24, triangular fold-in panel 
14 and fold-back panel 26. The perforations are in the 
underlying paperboard support layer which is overlaid 
with thermoplastic and foil layers, as previously de 
scribed, which maintain the rigidity of the panel sec 
tions containing the perforated line. The continuous 
non~linear perforated line has three segments. First 
segment 42 of continuous non-linear perforated line 20 
in fold-back panel 24 which is downwardly sloping 
across fold-back panel 24. Second segment 44 of contin 
uous perforated non-linear line 20 is a downwardly 
disposed circular segment extending from a fold line 56 
to fold line 54. Third segment 46 of continuous non-lin 
ear perforated line 28 which crosses fold-back panel 26 
is upwardly slopping from fold line 54. 
Now we describe the remainder of the panels which 

make up the gable top of the extended shelf life con 
tainer. Side panel 8 of the container is integral with a 
front panel 6 at fold line 80. Integral with side panel 8 is 
roof panel 2. Roof panel 2 is integral with side panel 8 at 
fold line 78. Fold line 84, which extends across the roof 
panel 2, is to assist in opening the container pour spout 
when it is desired to extend it from the container. Roof 
panel 2 is integral with fold-back panel 24 at fold line 86. 
Surmounting roof panel 2 is side rib panel 16. Side rib 
panel 16 is integral with roof panel 2 at fold line 88. 

Integral with side panel 8 is back panel 10. Back panel 
10 is integral with side panel 8 at fold line 82. Integral 
with back panel 10 is the second fold-in panel 22. Fold 
in panel 22 is integral with back panel 10 at fold line 92. 
Integral with triangular fold-in panel 22 is fold-back 
panel 28. Fold-back panel 28 is integral with triangular 
fold-in panel 22 at fold line 96. Integral with triangular 
fold-in panel 22 on a different side is fold-back panel 30. 
Fold-back panel 30 is integral with triangular fold-in 
panel 22 at fold line 98. Surmounting fold-back panels 
28 and 30 are the second and third end rib panels 36 and 
38, respectively. Surmounting fold-back panel 28 is end 
rib panel 36, which is integral with fold-back panel 28 at 
fold line 104. Surmounting fold-back panel 30 is end rib 
panel 38, which is integral with fold-back panel 30 at 
fold line 102. Each rib panels 36 and 38 are integral at 
vertical fold line 106. 
Also integral with front panel 6 is side panel 12. Side 

panel 12 is integral with front panel 6 at fold line 68. 
Integral with side panel 12 is the second roof panel 4, 
which is integral with side panel 12 at fold line 64. Ex 
tending across roof panel 4 is fold line 76 which is used 
to assist in extending the pouring spout when desired to 
do so. Integral with roof panel 4 is a fold-back panel 26. 
Fold-back panel 26 is integral with roof panel 4 at fold 
line 66. Surmounting roof panel 4 is a side rib panel 18. 
Side rib panel 18 is integral with roof panel 2 at fold line 
70. Panel 40, which is integral with root‘ panel 4 at fold 
line 72 and side panel 12 at fold line 74, is heat sealed to 
the interior surface of side panels 10, fold-back panel 30 
and end rib panel 38 along edges 94 and 100 for forming 
the container. 
When the gable top of the container is in its assem 

bled and sealed condition, fold-in panel 14, fold-back 
panel 24, fold-back panel 26, end rib panel 32 and 34 
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6 
form the movable portion of the gable top; while fold-in 
panel 22, fold-back panel 28, fold-back panel 30 and end 
rib panels 36 and 38 form the fixed portions of the gable 
top. 

In referring to FIGS. 1, 3 and 4, the opening of the 
gable top to extend the spout de?ned by the continuous 
non-linear perforated line 20 will be described. 
When it is desired to open the gable top, fold-back 

panels 24 and 26 are folded back toward the back panel 
10. In folding back fold-back panels 24 and 26, portions 
roof panels 2 and 4 adjacent to the respective fold-back 
panels are also bent rearward about fold lines 84 and 76, 
respectively. In folding back fold-back panels 24 and 26. 
the sealed laminar rib comprised of side rib panels 16 
and 18 and end rib panels 32, 34, 36 and 38 is forced 
open, as shown in FIG. 3, to a point where end rib 
panels 32 and 34 are opened and exposed. Once in this 
position with the fold-back panels 24 and 26 folded back 
to a point where the outside surfaces of the fold-back 
panels for a re?ux angle, downward pressure is applied 
to the tab 53 above preferred line segment 44 in the 
triangular fold-in panel 14. This pressure causes sever 
ence along the perforated line in the paperboard sup 
port structure through all lamination thicknesses. Tab 
53 is pressed downward to a point which insures that 
severance is accomplished along as much of the line 
segment 44 as possible. Once the severance has been 
initiated along line segemnt 44, the fold-back panels 24 
and 26 are moved forward such that the sides integral 
with root‘ panels 2 and 4, respectively, remain at a dis 
tance from a vertical plane passing through the laminar 
rib equal to or less than the distance such sides are from 
the vertical planes when a re?ex angle was formed 
between fold-back panels 24 and 26. Maintaining this 
distance or less in the forward movement will cause the 
pour spout to extend and further cause progressive 
severance of the laminate structure along segments 42 
and 46 of the continuous perforated line. 

Referring to FIG. 4, once the pour spout is extended, 
pouring spout opening 152 is formed. When the pouring 
spout is extended, section 55 of fold-back panel 26, 
which is ‘above fold line segment 46, will fold back 
against roof panel 4; likewise, section 51 of fold-back 
panel 24 will fold under against roof panel 2 when the 
pour spout is extended. During the entire opening oper 
ation section 53 of triangular fold-in panel 44 above 
segment 44 remains relatively stationary, except when 
being depressed. 
The description of the continuous perforated line in 

the underlying paperboard support member can be of 
other non-linear shapes. Similarly, it can also be of a 
linear shape so long as the method for opening can be 
accomplished in the same manner as described herein. 
The terms and expressions which are employed here 

are used as terms of description and not of imitation. 
And there is no intention, in the use of such terms and 
expressions, of excluding the equivalence of the feature 
shown, and described, or portions thereof, it being rec 
ognized that various modifications are possible in the 
scope of the invention as claimed. 

I claim: 
1. An improved pouring spout opening con?guration 

for a gable top of an extended shelf life packaging con 
tainer constructed of a laminate structure comprising: 

a gable top having first and second roof panels in 
clined toward each other, ?rst and second triangu 
lar fold-in panels infolded between said ?rst and 
second roof panels from opposite ends of said gable 
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top, ?rst, second, third and fourth triangular fold 
back panels whereby said ?rst and second fold 
back panels being integral with said ?rst triangular 
fold-in panel along fold lines and being substan 
tially in contact with said roof panels and said third 
and fourth fold-back panels being integral with said 
second triangular fold-in panel along fold lines and 
being substantially in contact with said roof panels, 
said ?rst and fourth fold-back panels being folded 
against an underside of said ?rst roof panel and said 
second and third fold-back panels being folded 
against the underside of said second roof panel, ?rst 
and second side rib panels integral with and sur 
mounting said ?rst and second [side] roof panels, 
respectively, ?rst, second, third and fourth end rib 
panels whereby said ?rst and second end rib panels 
being integral with and surmounting said ?rst and 
second fold_back panels. respectively, and said 
third and fourth end rib panels being integral with 
and surmounting said third and fourth fold-back 
panels respectively, said ?rst and second end rib 
panels being folded to lie against each other and 
said ?rst and second side rib panels and said third 
and fourth end rib panels being folded to lie against 
each other and said ?rst and second side rib panels, 
said end rib panels having a height less than a 
height of said side rib panels, said rib panels de?n 
ing a central laminar top rib portion divided longi 
tudinally by a ?xed portion and a movable portion, 
an extendable pouring spout housed in a collapsed 
condition within said container and de?ned in part 
by said ?rst triangular fold-in panel, said ?rst and 
second fold-back panels, said ?rst and second end 
rib panels, adjacent portions of said roof panels and 
said side rib panels, said rib panels being adapted to 
be sealed by application of heat and pressure to 
form a liquid-tight seal thereto to bond together 
contacting thermoplastic surfaces, with said ex 
tendable pouring spout having a predetermined 
shape de?ned by a continuous perforated line in an 
underlying paperboard support layer of said lami 
nated structure wherein said continuous perforated 
line in said paperboard support layer of said lami 
nated structure extends from said fold line between 
said ?rst fold-back panel and said ?rst roof panel 
across said ?rst fold-back panel to the fold line 
between said ?rst fold back panel and said ?rst 
triangular fold-in panel across said ?rst triangular 
fold-in panel to the fold line between said ?rst 
triangular fold-in panel and said second fold-back 
panel and across the second fold-back panel to the 
fold line between said second fold-back panel and 
said second roof panel whereby said continuous per 
forated line has a ?rst segment being a downwardly 
sloping straight portion traversing said ?rst fold-back 
panel from the fold line between said ?rst roof panel 
and said ?rst fold-back panel to the fold line between 
said ?rst triangular fold-in panel and said ?rst fold 
back panel. and forming an angle less than 90‘ with 
the side of said ?rst fold-back panel integral with said 
?rst roof panel, with said continuous perforated line 
beginning at a position along the fold line between 
said ?rst roof panel and said ?rst fold-back panel 
spaced away from fold lines between other panels of 
said container intersecting with it, a second segment 
being a downwardly disposed circular portion travers 
ing said ?rst triangular fold-in panel from the fold 
line between said ?rst fold-back panel and said ?rst 
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8 
triangular fold-in panel to the fold line between said 
second fold-back panel and said ?rst triangular fold 
in panel, and a third segment being an upwardly 
sloping straight portion traversing said second fold 
back panel from the fold line between said ?rst triang 
ularfold-in panel and said second fold-back panel to 
the fold line between said second fold-back panel and 
said second roof panel, and forming an angle less than 
90° with the side of said second fold back panel inte 
gral with said second roof panel. with said continuous 
perforated line terminating at a position along the fold 
line between said second fold-back panel and said 
second roof panel spaced away from fold lines between 
other panels of said container intersecting with it. 

[2. The improved con?guration as recited in claim 1, 
wherein said continuous perforated line in said paper 
board support layer having a ?rst shape' in said ?rst 
fold-back panel, a second shape in said ?rst triangular 
fold-in panel, and a third shape in said second fold-back 
paneL] 

[3. The improved con?guration as recited in claim 2, 
wherein said continuous perforated line in said paper 
board support layer having a ?rst second being a down 
wardly sloping straight portion traversing said ?rst 
fold-back panel from the fold line between said ?rst roof 
panel and said ?rst fold-back panel to the fold line be 
tween said ?rst triangular fold-in panel and said ?rst 
fold-back panel and forming an angle less than 90° with 
a side of said ?rst fold-back panel integral with said ?rst 
roof panel, a second segment being a downwardly dis 
posed circular portion traversing said ?rst triangular 
fold-in panel from said fold line between said ?rst fold 
back panel and said ?rst triangular fold-in panel to the 
fold line between said second fold back panel and said 
?rst triangular fold-in panel, and a third segment being 
an upwardly sloping straight portion traversing said 
second fold-back panel from said fold line between said 
?rst triangular fold-in panel and said second fold-back 
panel to said fold line between said second roof panel 
and said second fold-back panel and forming an angle 
less than 90° with a side of said second fold back panel 
integral with said second roof panel] 

4. A method of opening a gable top of extended shelf 
life container constructed of a laminated structure com 
prising 

folding open a movable portion of a sealed laminar 
top rib of a gable top having ?rst and second roof 
panels inclined toward each other, ?rst and second 
triangular fold-in panels in-folded between said 
?rst and second roof panels from opposite ends of 
said gable top, ?rst, second, third and fourth triang 
ular fold-back panels whereby said ?rst and second 
fold—back panels being integral with said ?rst tri 
angular fold-in panel along fold lines and being 
substantially in contact with said roof panels and 
said third and fourth fold-back panels being inte 
gral with said second triangular fold-in panel along 
fold lines and being substantially in contact with 
said roof panels, said first and fourth fold-back 
panels being folded against an underside of said 
?rst roof panel and said second and third fold-back 
panels being folded against the underside of said 
second roof panel, ?rst and second side rib panels 
integral with and surmounting said ?rst and second 
[side] roof panels, respectively, ?rst, second, 
third and fourth end rib panels whereby said ?rst 
and second end rib panels being integral with and 
surmounting said ?rst and second fold-back panels. 
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respectively, and said third and fourth end rib pan‘ 
els being integral with and surmounting said third 
and fourth fold-back panels, respectively, said ?rst 
and second end rib panels being folded to lie 
against each other and said ?rst and second side rib 
panels and said third and fourth end rib panels 
being folded to lie against each other and said ?rst 
and second side rib panels, said end rib panels hav 
ing a height less than a height of said side rib pan 
els, said rib panels de?ning a central laminar top rib 
portion divided longitudinally by a ?xed portion 
and a movable portion, an extendable pouring 
spout housed in a collapsed condition within said 
container and de?ned in part by said ?rst triangular 
fold-in panel, said ?rst and second fold-back panels, 
said ?rst and second end rib panels, adjacent por 
tions of said roof panels and said side rib panels, 
said rib panels being adapted to be sealed by appli 
cation of heat and pressure to form a liquid-tight 
seal thereto to bond together contacting thermo 
plastic surfaces, with said extendable pouring spout 
having a predetermined shape de?ned by a contin 
uous perforated line in an underlying paperboard 
support layer of said laminated structure extending 

M 

20 

severing progressively said 

i 10 

and above theportion of the continuous perforated 
line across said ?rst triangular fold-in panel; 

severing by pressing said laminated structure through 
all lamination thicknesses along said continuous 
[non-linear perforated line a portion of a length of 
said continuous] perforated line extending across 
said ?rst triangular fold‘in panel, 

folding further open said movable portion of said 
gable top much that a reflex angle is formed by 
outside surfaces of said fold-back panels; 

laminated structure 
through all lamination thicknesses along remaining 
unsevered portions of said continuous perforated 
line and extending the pouring spout by moving 
said ?rst and second fold back panels forward from 
the position whereby [a re?ex angle is fortned 
between said outside surfaces] the sides of said ?rst 
and second fold-back panels [with respective sides 
of said fold back panels] integral with said ?rst 
and second roof panels [being such that said 
sides] remain at a same distance or a lesser dis 
tance from a vertical plane passing through said 
laminar top in the forward movement of said ?rst 
and second fold back panels. 

5. An improved pouring spout opening con?guration for 
a gable top of an extended shelf life packaging container 
constructed of a laminate structure comprising: 

a gable top having ?rst and second roof panels inclined 

from said fold line between said ?rst fold-back 25 
panel and said ?rst roof panel across said ?rst fold 
back panel to the fold line between said ?rst fold 
back panel and said ?rst triangular fold-in panel 
across said ?rst triangular fold-in panel to the fold 
line between said ?rst triangular fold-in panel and 
said second fold back panel, and across said second 
fold-back panel to the fold line between said sec 
ond fold-back panel and said second roof panel 
whereby said continuous perforated line has a ?rst 
segment being a downwardly sloping straight portion 
traversing said ?rst fold-back panel from the fold line 
between said ?rst roof panel and said ?rst fold_back 
panel to the fold line between said ?rst triangular 
fbld~in panel and said ?rst fold-back panel, andform 
ing an angle less than 90‘ with the side of said ?rst 
fold-back panel integral with said ?rst roof panel, with 
said continuous perforated line beginning at a position 
along the fold line between said ?rst roof panel and 
said ?rst fold-back panel spaced away from fold lines 
between other panels of said container intersecting 
with it, a second segment being a downwardly dis 
posed circular portion traversing said ?rst triangular 
fold-panel from the fold line between said ?rst fold 
back panel and said ?rst triangular foldsin panel to 
the fold line between said second fold-back panel and 
said ?rst triangular fold-in panel, and a third segment 
being an upwardly sloping straight portion traversing 
said second fold-back panel from the fold line between 
said ?rst triangular fold-in panel and said second 
fold-back panel to the fold line between said second 
fold-back panel and said second roof panel, and fbrm 
ing an angle less than 90° with the side of said second 
fold back panel integral with said second roof panel, 
with said continuous perforated line terminating at a 
position along the fold line between said second fold 
back panel and said second roof panel spaced away 
from fold lines between other panels of said container 
intersecting with it; 

pressing inwardly toward an interior of said container 
a portion of said ?rst triangular fold-in panel imme 
diately below a point of convergence of said fold 
lines between said ?rst triangular fold-in panel and 
said ?rst and second fold-back panels, respectively, 
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toward each other, ?rst and second triangular fold 
panels infolded between the ?rst and second roof 
panels from opposite ends of the gable top, ?rst, sec 
and, third and fourth triangular foldback panels 
whereby the ?rst and second fold-back panels being 
integral with the ?rst triangular fold-in panel along 
fold lines and being substantially in contact with the 
roof panels and the third and fourth fold-back panels 
being integral with the second triangular fold-in panel 
along fold lines and being substantially in contact 
with the roof panels, the ?rst and fourth fold-back 
panels being folded against an underside of the ?rst 
roof panel and the second and third fold-back panels 
being folded against the underside of the second roof 
panel, ?rst and second side rib panels integral with 
and surmounting the ?rst and second roof panels, 
respectively, ?rst, second, third and fourth end rib 
panels whereby the ?rst and second end rib panels 
being integral with and surmounting the ?rst and 
second fold-back panels, respectively, and the third 
and fourth end rib panels being integral with and 
surmounting the third and fourth fold-back panels, 
respectively, the ?rst and second end rib panels being 
folded to lie against each other and the ?rst and sec 
ond side rib panels and the third and fourth end rib 
panels being fblded to lie against each other and the 
?rst and second side rib panels, the end rib panels 
having a height less than a height of the side rib pan 
els, the rib panels de?ning a central laminar rib por 
tion divided longitudinally by a fixed portion and a 
movable portion, on extendable pouring spout housed 
in a collapsed condition within the container and 
de?ned in part by the ?rst triangular fold-panel, the 
first and second fold-back panels, the ?rst and second 
end rib panels, adjacent portions of the roof panels 
and the side rib panels, the rib panels being adapted to 
be sealed by application of heat and pressure to form 
a liquid-tight seal thereto to band together contacting 
thermoplastic surfaces, with the extendable pouring 
spout having a predetermined shape de?ned by a 
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continuous perforated line in an underlying paper 
board support layer of the laminated structure 
wherein the continuous perforated line in the paper 
board support layer of the laminated structure extends 

?rst and second side rib panels, the end rib panels 
having a height less than a height of the side rib pan 
els, the rib panels de?ning a central laminar top rib 

1 
portion divided longitudinally by a ?xed portion and a 
movable portion, an extendable pouring spout housed 
in a collapsed condition within the container and 
de?ned in part by the ?rst triangular fold-in panel, 

from the fold line between the ?rst fold-back panel 5 the ?rst and second fold-back panels, the ?rst and 
and the ?rst roof panel across the ?rst fold-back panel second end rib panels, adjacent portions of the roof 
to the fold line between the ?rst foldback panel and panels and the side rib panels, the rib panels being 
the ?rst triangular fold-in panel, across the ?rst tri- adapted to be sealed by application of heat and pres 
angular fold-in panel to the fold line between the ?rst sure to form a liquid-tight seal thereto to bond to 
triangular fold-in panel and the second fold-back 10 gether contacting thermoplastic surfaces, with the 
panel, and across the second fold—back panel to the extendable pouring spout having a predetermined 
fold line between the second fold-back panel and the shape de?ned by a continuous perforated line in an 
second roof panel whereby the continuous perforated underlying paperboard support layer of the laminated 
line has a ?rst segment that is a downwardly sloping, structure extending from the fold line between the 
non-linear portion traversing the ?rst fold-back panel ?rst fold-back panel and the ?rst roof panel across the 
from the fold line between the ?rst roof panel and the 15 ?rst fold-back panel to the fold line between the ?rst 
?rst fold-back panel to the fold line between the ?rst fold-back panel and the ?rst triangular fold-in panel, 
triangular fold-in panel and the ?rst fold-back panel, across the ?rst triangular fold-in panel to the fold line 
with the continuous perforated line beginning at a between the ?rst triangular fold-in panel and the 
position along the fold line between the ?rst roof panel second fold-back panel, and across the second fold 
and the ?rst fold-back panel spaced away from where 20 back panel to the fold line between the second fold 
fbld lines between other panels intersect with it, a back panel and the second roof panel whereby the 
second segment that is a downwardly disposed circular continuous perforated line has a ?rst segment that is a 
portion traversing the ?rst triangular fold-in panel downwardly sloping, non-linear portion traversing the 
from the fold line between the ?rst fold-back panel ?rst foldback panel from the fold line between the ?rst 
and the ?rst triangular fold-in panel to the fold line 25 roof panel and the ?rst fold-back panel to the fold line 
between the second fold-back panel and the ?rst tri- between the ?rst triangular fold-in panel and the ?rst 
angular fold-in panel, and a third segment that is an fold-back panel, with the continuous perforated line 
upwardly sloping, non-linear portion traversing the beginning at a position along the fold line between the 
second fold-back panel from the fold line between the ?rst roof panel and the ?rst fold-back panel spaced 
?rst triangular fold-in panel and the second fold-back 30 away from where fold lines between other panels in ter 
panel to the fold line between the second fold-back sect with it, a second segment that is a downwardly 
panel and the second roof panel with the continuous disposed circular portion traversing the ?rst triangular 
perforated line terminating at a position along the fold fold-in panel from the fold line between the ?rst fold 
line between the second fold-back panel and the sec- back panel and the ?rst triangular fold-in panel to the 
and roof panel spaced away from where fold lines fold line between the second fold-back panel and the 
between other panels intersect with it. 35 ?rst triangular fold-in panel, and a third segment that 

6. A method of opening a gable top of extended shelf life is an upwardly sloping, nonJinear portion traversing 
container constructed of a laminated structure, comprising the second fold-back panel from the fold line between 
the steps of: the ?rst triangular fold-in panel and the second fold 
folding open a movable portion of a sealed laminar top back panel to the fold line between the second fold 

rib of a gable top having ?rst and second roof panels 40 back panel and the second roof panel, with the contin 
inclined toward each other, ?rst and second triangu- uous perforated line terminating at a position along 
larfold-in panels in-folded between the ?rst and sec- the fold line between the second fold-back panel and 
and roof panels from opposite ends of the gable top, the second roof panel spaced away from where fold 
?rst, second, third and fourth triangular fold-back lines between other panels intersect with it: 
panels whereby the ?rst and second fold-back panels 45 pressing inwardly toward an interior of the container a 
being integral with the ?rst triangular fold-in panel portion of the ?rst triangular fold-in panel immedi 
along fold lines and being substantially in contact ately below a point of convergence of the fold lines 
with the roof panels and the third and fourth fold- between the ?rst triangular fold-in panel and the ?rst 
back panels being integral with the second triangular and second fold-back panels, respectively, and above 
fold-in panel along fold lines and being substantially 50 the portion of the continuous perforated line across the 
in contact with the roof panels, the ?rst and fourth ?rst triangular fold-in panel: 
fold-back panels being folded against an underside of severing by pressing the laminated structure through all 
the ?rst mof panel and the second and third fold-back lamination thicknesses along the continuous perfo 
panels being folded against the underside of the sec- rated line extending across the ?rst triangular fold-in 
and roof panel, ?rst and second side rib panels inte- 55 panel; 
gral with and surmounting the ?rst and second pan- folding further open the movable portion of the gable top 
els, respectively, ?rst, second, third and fourth end rib such that a re?ex angle is formed by outside surfaces 
panels whereby the ?rst and second end rib panels of the fold-back panels; and 
being integral with and surmounting the ?rst and severing progressively the laminated structure through 
second fold-back panels, respectively, and the third all lamination thicknesses along remaining unsevered 
and fourth end rib panels being integral with and 60 portions of the continuous ped'orated line and extend 
surmounting the third and fourth fold-back panels, ing the pouring spout by moving the ?rst and second 
respectively, the ?rst and second end rib panels being fold-back panels forward from the position whereby 
folded to lie against each other and the ?rst and sec» the sides of the ?rst and second fold-back panels inte 
ond side rib panels and the third and fourth end rib gral with the ?rst and second roof panels remain at a 
panels being folded to lie against each other and the 65 same distance or lesser distance from a vertical plane 

passing through the laminar top rib in the forward 
movement of the ?rst and second fold-back panels. 
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